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ERROR ESTIMATES FOR A NONLINEAR
DEGENERATE PARABOLIC PROBLEM
P. LESAINTAND J. POUSIN
Abstract.
In this paper we are dealing with a partial differential equation of
parabolic type, which degenerates on one side of the domain. This equation
may be viewed either as a model of particle diffusion in plasma physics, or as a
simplified model of a viscous boundary layer in two dimensions. Known results
for the existence and uniqueness of the weak solution are first recalled. A finite
difference implicit scheme is then defined, and error bounds are derived, taking
into account the low degree of smoothness of the exact solution. An iterative
algorithm for the computation of the numerical solution at each time step is
shown to be convergent.

1. Introduction
The problem that we intend to study is the modeling of diffusion of particles (see Drake et al. [9, equation Ax]) in plasma physics, where the unknown
function u denotes the density of the particles.
This problem may also be viewed as a simplification of the equations for
a viscous boundary layer in two dimensions, occurring in fluid mechanics in
the case of an incompressible fluid flow around a solid body. If we neglect the
advection terms in the direction orthogonal to the body, the unknown function
u represents the velocity of the fluid along the t direction, parallel to the body,
and the other variable x represents the distance to the body (see also Oleinik

[18]). Let QT = (0, 1) x (0, T) ; we define the problem (P) as follows:
to find u(x, t) satisfying:
uut - uxx = 0
u(x, 0) = uq(x)

in QT,
in (0, 1),

u(0, t) = 0, u(X, t) = ux(t) in(0,r).
Our main results concerning problem (P) are the following: a finite difference
implicit scheme is defined, existence and uniqueness of the numerical solution
is proved, and error bounds are derived. An iterative algorithm allowing us to
compute the numerical solution at each time step is defined, and the convergence

is proved.
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An outline of the paper is as follows. The later part of this section is devoted
to the assumptions concerning problem (P). A weak formulation of this problem
is given and known results for the existence and uniqueness of the weak solution
are recalled. In §2, we define a finite difference scheme, implicit with respect
to the time variable /. We show the existence, uniqueness, and stability of the
numerical solution. In §3, we adapt a technique first developed for the Stefan
problem by Nochetto [16], and we derive an estimate of the error between the
exact solution u and the approximate solution U , namely

\\U-u\\LHQT)<c(l

+ hx'2),

where t and h denote the parameters of the discretization respectively in
time and in space. The term j¡ arising in the estimate is the price to pay
for the degeneration of the problem at x = 0. In §4, we define an iterative
algorithm which allows us to solve the nonlinear system of equations satisfied
by the approximate solution at each time step. We show that this algorithm
converges when the number of iterations goes to infinity. In the last section, we
give some possible generalizations of the previous results in the cases where the
term uut is replaced by up~xut, p > 2, and (or) for a spatial dimension equal
to two or three.
We now recall results of existence and uniqueness for the weak solution of
problem (P); a proof of these results can be found, for example, in Sabinina
[20] or in [19]. Other results of existence and uniqueness of an even weaker
solution have been derived; for these we refer to Arison and Benilan [1], Arison

and Peletier [2, pp. 381-411], Benilan [3], and Herrero and Pierre [12].
We define the following spaces:
V2x<°(QT)
= C°(0,T;L2(0,
X))nL2(0,T;Hx(0,X)),

W¡'l(QT) = {<pe Hx(QT);<p(0, t) = (p(X,t) = 0, 0<t<T;
<p(x,T) = 0, 0<x

< 1}

and we denote by ||ç7||p;(?r the usual norm in Lp(Qt) , X < p < oo .

We assume that the following hypotheses are satisfied:
HP1. u0(x) e C°([0, 1]), M, e C°([0, T]) and have bounded derivative;
HP2. M,(0) = K0(1), "o(0) = 0;
HP3. Wo and ux are positive functions and 3ß > 0 such that uq(x) > ßx

for 0 < x < 1 and ux(t) > ß for 0 < / < T.
A weak solution of problem (P) is defined by:
Definition 1.1. The function u e V2x,(>(Qt) is a weak solution of problem (P)

if
(1.1)

/ -ul(x)tp(x, 0)dx

Jo

+ /

Jqt

2ux(x, t)<px(x, t) - u2(x, t)tpt(x, t)dxdt

Vtpe W/21'1(ß7-)nC0(0,r;Loc(0,
We have the following result:

= 0

1)); u(0, t) = 0, u(X, t) = ux(t), 0<t<T.
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Theorem 1.1. Problem (P) has a unique weak solution u e V2'°(Qt) . Moreover,

(i) ueC°(QÏ)r\L°°(0,T-,ivx-°°(0,x))-,
(ii) Vz > 0, / /0 (ut)2dxdt

< C/z,

where the constant C is independent

of z;

_

(iii) 3ß > 0 such that u(x, t) > ßx in Qt ■
Remark 1.1. For the sake of simplicity, we assume hereafter that ux(t) = b is
independent of r. In the case where ux(t) is not a constant, there would arise
boundary terms.

Proof of Theorem 1.1. The proof of such a theorem is now classical; see, for
example, [1, 2] or [20]. We only sketch the idea of the proof, especially to
obtain the estimate (ii).
We solve, for e > 0, the problem:
(1.2)

uEue-uxx

= 0

in ßr,

(1.3)
(1.4)

uE(x,0) = u0(x) + e
in (0, 1),
ue(0,t) = e, uE(X,t) = ux(t) + e in (0, T).

It is known that such a problem, for any e > 0, admits a classical positive
solution u£ satisfying ue > ßx (cf. [13, 11, 15]). To get the estimate (iii) for
ue, just use the maximum principle on the linear equation:
u£et - exx = 0,

with boundary and initial conditions,
where e = ue - ßx.

To get the estimate (ii) for ue, we first multiply equation (1.2) by u\ and
integrate in space and time. We obtain
rT

[

rz

rT

í u£(uet)2dxdt+

í

Jo Jo

fl

[ uz(u\)2dxdt

Jo Jz

+ X-j^ ((ux(x,T))2-(ux(x,0))2)dx
10

= 0.

Since ue is positive and ue > ßx , we easily get

z Í

j (u£)2dxdt< C.

Taking the limit when e —>0, we get Theorem 1.1. D

Remark 1.2. We have (cf. [4]):
for every t0, tx, 0 < t0 < tx < oo,

u, eLp((0,
2. The discrete

X)x (t0, tx)) for any 1 <p < \.

problem, existence and uniqueness
and a priori estimates

of a solution,

For given integers N > 0 and m > 0, we let

T
t=a7'
h =-

m+ 1

t„ = nr,
,

0 < n < N;

Xi = ih,

0 < / < m + 1.
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For c a given constant, we define the spaces Vh, Vh(c), and W¿(c) by:

Vh= {<p(s)£ C°[0, 1]; <p\[x,,xi+t]is a polynomial of degree 1},
Vh(c) = {tpeVh;tp(0) = 0, <p(X)=c},

W¿(c) = {<p(-,■)6 L2(0, T; C°([0, 1])); tp\(,„_,,tn]= <pnG K»(c),
X< n < N, where ç»" is constant with respect to i}.

To the scalar product (•, •) and norm ||-|| in L2(0, 1) we associate respectively
the discrete semiscalar product (•, •)/, and seminorm || • ||¿ defined by
m
(u, v)h = hY^u(Xi)v(Xi)

h
+ -(u(xq)v(xq)

+ u(xm+x)v(xm+x)),

;=1

\\v\\2 = (v , v)h

Vu,^C°([0,l]).

The function y from R to R+ is defined by y(s) = \s2.
We define the approximate problem (Pjj) as follows:
\ofind{Un}Nn=o£(Vh(b))N+x,

Un>0,

suchthat

(Y(U"+X)- y(U"), <ph)h+ xa(U"+x ,<ph) = 0

V<Ph
e Vh(0), 0<n<N-X,
(2.1)

U° = rhUQ,
where a(rp, y/) = \

10
Jo

tpxy/xdx,

and where the interpolation operator rh in Vh is defined by
(2.2)

rhtpeVh,

rh<p(Xi)= tp(xt),

0 < I < m + 1 vq>e C°([0, 1]).

Theorem 2.1. Problem (Pjj) Aa5 a unique solution, and we have U" > 0 ./or
X< i < m+ X and X< n < N.
Proof. Assume that U" is known and that U" > 0 for 1 < / < m + X; we want
to find Un+X by using equation (2.1). We have to solve the following problem:

to find w e V/,(b)such that
(2.3)

(y(w),<ph)h + xa(w,(ph)

= (y(Un),<ph)h

V<pheVh(0),

where Uf > 0, for 1 < i < m + 1, and £/0"= 0.
With the notation w¡ = w(x¡), equation (2.3) is equivalent to the system
(2 4)

2W2 + ^(-wi+x+2wi-Wi-X)=

2(U?)2

wm+x=b,

for X<i<m,

Wq = 0.

Existence and uniqueness of a positive solution for the system (2.4) is obtained
by considering a minimization problem.
Let the functional z —>J(z) from Em into K be defined by
1

(2.5)

h m

J(z) = -z'Az + - £(z/)3
j=i

m

- Y, FjZj ,
J=i
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and z+ =

max(z;, 0). The matrix A is tridiagonal, with y on the diagonal and =j* on
the upper and on the lower diagonal. The functional J(-) is strictly convex,
continuous (for the Euclidean norm || • ||2 on Rm), and J(z) tends to infinity
with the Euclidean norm of the vector z . Then, the minimization problem:

to find w € Km such that
J(w) = inf J(z)
zew"

has a unique solution. The differential of the functional /(•) is given by
j;(z) = (Az)j-Fj

+ ^(zj)2;

the solution w satisfies
h > ~+n2
(Aw)j - Fj + j(w¡)2
= 0 for 1 < j < m.

(2.6)

Let the matrix B be defined by

Bu = Au +2^'
B¡j = Aij for i t¿ j and 1 < i, j < m.

Since (wf)2 = Wjiif , we get
(2.7)
(Bw)j = Fj for X<j<m.
The matrix B is monotone, and the Fj are strictly positive. We deduce that
the Wj are strictly positive for 1 < j < m , so that relations (2.6) become

(2.8)

(Aw)j-Fj

h

+ j(Wj)2 = 0 for X< j < m.

From this we conclude that the problem (2.4) has at least one solution w satisfying Wj > 0 for X< j < m .
Starting from U° (with C/° > 0 for 1 < j < m), we get the existence of
U" by induction. To show the uniqueness of positive solutions, we assume that
there exist two positive solutions wx , w2 to the problem (2.3). We have
(2.9)

(y(wx)-y(w2),<pn)h

+ xa(wx-w2,<ph)

= 0 V^eF4(0).

We may write
(y(wx) - y(w2), wx - w2)h = \((wx - w2)(wx +w2),

wl - w2)h > 0.

Replacing cp^ by wx - w2 in relation (2.9), we get a(wx -w2,wxwhich yields wx = w2. Theorem 2.1 is thus proved. D

w2) = 0,

Remark 2.1. If we delete the condition U" > 0 in the definition of problem
(Pp , the existence of a solution becomes an open problem. We have only an
answer in the case m = X (h = \). In that case, problem (2.4) becomes

w2 + 8x(2wx-b) = (U?)2,
which has both positive and negative solutions.
Remark 2.2. Another proof would have been to define the function y by y(s) =
js\s\. In that case the problem becomes monotone, thus ensuring uniqueness
and positivity.
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Lemma 2.1. The solution {Un}%=0 of problem (Pjj) satisfies
(2.10)

||[/"||oc;(o,.)<max(||[/0||oo;(0,i),6)

for X < n < N,

«0

(2.11)

TY,\\U;\\l,{o.i)<C\\U%.{0tl) forX<n0<N,
n=l

where the constant C is independent of h and x.
Proof. In relation (2.7), we replace w by Un+X:

(2 l2)ïU?+i(U"+lî++ l(-UÏÏ + 2U?+l- ^-V) = I^/1)2 for 1 < / < m,
KX\ = b,
u0»+x
= o.
Let j be an index such that

U"+x=

sup Uf+X.
l<i<m+l

If j = m + X, then sup1<Km+1U"+x = b, and inequality (2.10) is thus proved.
If 1 < j < m , we have

-u?+x+2u?+x -c/;_+/ >o
and
t/;+1(cv;+1)+<(i/;)2.

Since the U"+x are strictly positive for 1 < / < m , we get
Tjn+l < Tjn <

sup

jjn ¡

l</<m

from which it follows that
sup

c/f4'1 < max ( sup U¡ , b) ;

l<i<m+l

\l<i<m

J

inequality (2.10) is thus proved. In relation (2.1), we replace <pf,by Un+X-U" e
Vh(0). Summing over all indices n , 0 < n < no - X, we get
«o-l

^2{(y(Un+x)-y(U"),
Un+X-U")h + xa(U"+x, Un+X-U")} = 0.
«=o
The first term of the left-hand side is positive, since the Un are positive for all
j and n , and
(y(ax) - y(a2))(ax - a2) = \((ax - a2)2(ax + a2)) > 0

for ax and a2 positive.

We then get
«o-l

Ei|ir/«+l||2

II2
\WUx Il2;(0,l) _ II/'/«
Il^ll2;(0,l)

_l 117/"+' — Tin\\2

+ ll^x

Ux 112
; (0, 1)/\<0^ U

«=0

and

(2.13)

Il^0|l^0,.)<ll^0|l2;(0,,).

From the last inequality we deduce inequality
proved. D

(2.11).

Lemma 2.1 is thus
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A variational technique, first developed by Nochetto [ 16] for the Stefan problem, and based on integration by parts, is used in this section. We also mention
two relevant works of Nochetto and Verdi [17] and Elliott [10], concerning the
effect of numerical integration in multidimensional degenerate parabolic prob-

lems.
We begin this section with recalling a numerical integration result. This result
will be used in the proof of the error estimate, because we use the lumped mass
version of the L2 scalar product for the scheme (2.1). We define the quantity
Eh by
Eh(v , w) = (v, w)h-

[ vwdx

Jo

W, w e C°([0, 1]).

We have:
Lemma 3.1. The following estimate is valid for any p > 2 :
\Eh(v»,w)\

< C/z2{||w/'-1||Lc»(0!l)||^||L2(0jl)||u;x||i2(o,1)

+ II^_2IIl-(o,i)II^IIÍ2(0,i)II^IIl-(o,i)}
Vv,w e vh(b).
Proof. The classical tools of the proof are developed, for example, in Ciarlet
[7]. For a detailed proof, we refer to Lesaint and Pousin [15]. D
We introduce the following interpolation operators:

nn:V(b)->Vh(b)
v i->Uhv defined by a(v - Uhv , <p)= 0 Vç»e Vh(0),

\Yh:L2(0,T;V(b))^W¿(b)
x r'n+i

w^UThw

defined by iL>| (i„>/n+l]
= - /
Jt„
where V(b) is the following space:

V(b) = {v eHl(0,l);

Ylh(-,t)dt,

u(0) = 0, v(X) = b}.

We let Y — YXThu,
where u is the exact solution of problem (P). For any w e

C°(ßf),

we define qxw e L2(0, T; C°([0, 1])) by
qTw\ {lnJn+l] = w(-,tn+l)

(qrw)(-,0)

= w(-,0)

= wn+x(-)

forO<n<N-X,

= w°.

Finally, we define U e WhT(b)by
U\{ín,t„+ú= U"+x,

where Un+Xe Vh(b) is defined by the scheme (2.1).
Before stating the theorem for the error estimate, we show how a stability
inequality in L2 norm can be established for the continuous version of the
problem; this will give us a better understanding of the rather long proof of this
stability inequality for the discrete problem.
In the next few lines, we assume that « is a smooth function and that b = 0.
A continuous version of scheme (2.1) may be written as follows:

(3.1)

(y{u),, <p)+ a(it, (p) = 0 Vi»smooth, <p(Q,t) = <p(X,t) = 0.
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We now define the function tp by

{0

for t < s < T,
['
I ü(x, o) do

v(x ,s)=

for 0 < 5 < t.

Integrating equation (3.1) with respect to time, we get

(3.2)

/ ( ^-y(w)> / üdo) ds +

a iü, / üder j ds = 0.

By integration by parts, the first term of the left-hand side of relation (3.2) may

be written as
(y(u), / üdo)

+ / (y(ü), u)ds

= - I y(ü(-, 0)), / üdo j + / / — dxds.
Since |j = —ü, the second term of the left-hand side of relation (3.2) may be
written as

since v(x, t) = 0. Multiplying relation (3.2) by 2, we deduce

/

/t ,,

/ it3dxds + a [

Jo Jo

\Jo

= /

ü(-,s)ds,

(¿io(x) / ü(x,s)ds)

Jo

ü(-,s)ds)

)

dx.

Poincaré's inequality reads here as follows:
||í3||2;(01) < a(tp, q>) V<psuch that tp(0, t) = 0.

Therefore,
/

( / ü(x, s) ds J dx <a ( / ü(x, s)ds,

/ u(x, s) ds j .

The right-hand side of relation (3.3) is controlled using the Schwarz inequality,
so we get

(3.4)

/

/ üidxds + -a(

ü(-,s)ds,

/ ü(-, s)ds\ < - / üo(x)dx.

Using the property u(x, t) > ßx for 0 < t < T and for 0 < x < X, we deduce
that for all z such that 0 < z < 1 we have
/ ü3dx>

Jq

Jz

ü3dx>ßz

Jz

ü2dx = ßz

Jo

ü2dx-ßz

Jo

ü2dx.

Combining this inequality with inequality (3.4), we get the following stability
estimate in L2 norm:

ßz

ü2(x, s)dsdx + -a ¡

ü(-,s)ds,

(3.5)
<-/

2 Jo

üo(x)dx + ßz

/ ü2(x,s)dxds.

Jq Jo

ü(-,s)ds)
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Theorem 3.1. Let u be the solution of problem (P), and let U e WhT(b)be the

solution of problem (PJj). Then
(3-6)

\\U-u\\L2{QT)<c(^

+ hx'2),

where the constant C is independent of x and h .
Proof. First, we give a stability inequality in L2 norm for the problem (Pj;),
analogous to inequality (3.5). This inequality allows us to control the difference
between the approximate solution and some Whx(b) interpolate of the exact
solution.
For 0 < n < N - X, we may write
/'n

+l

(y(u)t,(p)dt+

/"'n+l

/

a(u,<p)dt = 0
M<peVh(Q), y(u)(x,0)

= y(u0)(x).

Using the notations introduced above, and summing over the indices from n =

0 to n = no - 1, we get
«o-l

«o-l

(3 8) EW""+1) - Y(u"),<p"+x)+x£ a(Y"+x, tp"+x)= 0,
{ ' '

«=0

«=0

Vc»e^(0),

X<n0<N,

y(u°) = y(uo).

Summing the relations (2.1) over the indices from n = 0 to n0 - 1, we get
«o-l

«o-l

«=0

«=0

^•yJ

Vç»€ inT(0)' 1 < "o < N, y(U°) = y(rhu0).
In relations (3.8) and (3.9), we integrate by parts, in a discrete way with respect

to time. We get
«0

«0

- 5>("")'

<P"+[-(p") + xY,a(Y", tp")- (y(u°),tpl) + (y(u"°), <°+1) = 0,

n=l
"o

«=1
"o

- 5>(£/fl),

<+l

- <pn)h+ t$>(1/"

«=i

, <pn)- (y(U°) ,<px)h

«=i

+ (y(U"°),tp"°+x)h = 0.

Subtracting these equalities yields
"0

EHy(tn

- y(W), <pn+i- (Pn)+ ra(U" - Y" , <pn)]

n=l

= -(y(U°)-y(u°),tpl)

(3.10)

"°

+ £Eh(y(Un),
«=i

(p"+l - tp") - Eh(y(U°) ,tpx)

-(y(Un°),tpn°+x)h

+ (y(un°),<Pno+l)

V<p6 W¿(0), X< n0 < N.
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Let (pn be the following discrete integral:
(

<pn = <

"0

xJ2(Uk-Yk)

if X<n<n0,

k=n

K0

if «o + 1 < n < N.

It is easy to see that tp" e Vh(0), (pn+x- tpn = -x(U" - Yn). Replacing q>n by
its value in equality (3.10), we have
"0

«0

t^(?({/")
«=1

«=1
"o

(3.11)

/

«0

\

- y(w"), U" - Yn)+ x2^2 a \un - Yn, J2(Uk - Yk)
\

k=n

J

"o

= -x^Eh(y(Un),

U" - Y") -xJ2Eh(y(U°),

«=1

Uk - Yk)

k=l

no

- z5>(tf°)

- y(u°), Uk - Yk).

k=l

This equality may be written, with obvious notations,
(3.12)

DX+D2 = D3 + D4 + D5.

First, we estimate the term Dx . To do that, we rewrite Dx as the sum of two
terms:

Dx=Dx+Dx=xY,{y(Un)-y(un),Un-un)
«=i
"0

+ xY2(y(Un) - y(un), un-Y").
«=i
We have
T

«0

t

ö, = rV

(Un + un)(Un - un)2 dx,

«=i-/o
2 r~wo
with U" > 0. The inequality u(x, t) > ßx for 0 < t < T, 0 < x < 1 (see
Theorem 1.1) implies un(x)>
/ (U" + un)(U"-un)2dx>

ßh for h < x,

X< n < N. Hence,

[ (U" + un)(Un-u")2dx>ßh

Jo
Jh
which leads to the inequality
"o0

/•!
Z"1

■V / (Un-un)2dx<Dx
z^, Jo
n=l"u

[ (U"-un)2dx,

Jh
OU
Rh

"o°

,.«
/■"

+ ^-xY
(U"-un)2dx
2 *-j
«=1 y0
«0

<A + /?A2T¿(||C/"

2
oo;(0,l) 4+ Hi;"!!2
Wu lloo;(0,l)J 1

«=1

Using Theorem 1.1 and Lemma 2.1, we get

(3.13)

^IICZ-^Mll^^A

where Wx is a constant independent of h .

+ ^iA2,
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To get an estimate of Dx, we let
f (y(Un)-y(un))l(Un-un)
ûn ~ { 0
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if Un¿u",
if £/" = m".

This expression is uniformly bounded in L°°(Qt) . We write
(y(Un) - y(un), u" - Y")

= (((Y(Un) - y(u"))[U" - u"])x'2, a\l2(u" - reusing Schwarz's inequality, we get
1/2

«0

\Dx\<
L «=1
1/2

«o

TX)Klloo;ßr(M',-yB,«"-n
«=1

Letting A = max^^lla,,^.^),

(3.14)

we get

Dx\<eDx + -\\q*u-Y\\lQro

for any e > 0 with Tq = m0t . Since Dx > Dx - \Dx\, we have

Dx>D[(X-£)-^Wu-Y\\1Qtq.
Choosing e = A and using inequality (3.13), we finally get

(3.15)

ih.\\U- fu\\lQTo- \\Wu - Y\\1Qto< Dx+ ^

Consider the term
«0

/

«0

N

«=1

V

k=n

J

D2= x253 a ¡U" - Yn, Y^{Uk- Yk)
and let b„ = (Un - Yn)x ; we have
"0

rl

D2= t2E/

"0

bnY^bkdx.

n=l

We easily check that
«o

/

"o

«=i

\

*:=«

\

|

«o
it=i

and we deduce
"0

(3.16)

D2>

T£(i/fc-y^

fc=i

Consider the term
«o

I

Ö3 = -T£^«(7(i/"),c/"-y").
«=1

2;(0,1)

h2
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Using Lemma 3.1, with p = 2, we have
\Eh(y(U"),Un-Y")\

(3.17)

< CA2{||C/"||oc;(0,l)l|t/x"|l2;(0>l)ll(^n
- Y")x\\2;(0tx)

+ II^"Ih; (0,1)11^"
_ ^"l|oo;(0,l)}.
Lemma 2.1 implies Ht/"!!«,;^,!} < C. Since

u £ C°(Qr')^ L^(0, T ;WX^(Q, X)),
we derive from the definition of Y that
imioo;(0,l)<C.

The right-hand side of inequality (3.17) is thus bounded by
CA2(||c/x"||2;{o>i)||(c/»-r")x||2;(o,1) + ||£/;i|2.(0>1))
<3CÄ2{||c/;ii2;(0!l)

+ ||y;n2;(0il)},

where C denotes various constants independent of h . Using once more Lemma
2.1 (inequality (2.11)) and the definition of Y" , we get

(3.18)

\D}\<W2h2,

where W2 depends on ||tf0||oo;(o,i) > Mloo;(o,i),
We proceed in the same way to estimate the term

M\lho,t-,h'(o,i))

> and b-

«0

D4 = -xY,Eh(y(U°),Uk-Yk),
fc=i
and we get

(3.19)

\D4\ < ^3A2,

where £% is a constant of the same kind as W2.
For the last term,
«0

D5= -xJ2(y(U°)-y(u°),

Uk - Yk

k=l

we use Schwarz's inequality to get
"o

ID \ <r TN77° j_ »o 11

\L>5\< 2"

+

I U° - u°\
2;(0,1)
lloo; (0, 1)1
*=1

2;(0,l)

Since u° £ Wx'°°(0, 1), we easily check that
l|£/0-M0||2;(0,l)<C//;

||l^ + «°||oo;(0.1)<C,

where C denotes different constants independent of h . Since (Uk - Yk)(0)
0, for all h , we may use Poincaré's inequality, and we get
»0

(3.20)

\D5\ < %h
k= \

2;(0,1)
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Combining relations (3.12) and (3.15)—(3.20),we get
»0

,T„||2

"^ll„T.,

+ ¡ *EU£~Y>

Vl|2

^\\U-^u\\l;QTo-^u-Y\\lQTo-^f

k=i

2,(0,1)

"0

< (W2+ W3)h2+ W4h
k=l

2;(0,1)

From this inequality we deduce a stability estimate in L2 norm:
|2

«0

ßh\\U-q*u\\2.Qr

(3.21)

+

'y7°

k=l

2;(0,1)

< (2g7! + 4^2 + 4^3 + 4^4)A2 + 2A\\qxu - Y\\22.Qto

It remains to estimate the term qxu - Y . We write
9Tu-Y\{tn>in+l] = - ["+\u(-,tn+x)-nhu(-,t))dt
' Jin

= - ¡"+\u(-,tn+x)-u(-,t))dt
T Jin

+ - í + («(•,í)-nA«(.,í))<"
= Exn+ E2".

We have
IF"II2
l^l
Il2;(0, 1) = ^2 /

(/

w(A:,ín+i)-«(x,í„)¿rj

¿X

" T2 /

(/

u(X^n+l)-U(X,tn)dt)

dx

+ ~2 /

(/

«(X, í„+1)-tí(X,

íB)d7j

OX.

For the first term of the right-hand side, we may write
-i / ru+.

/

(3.22)

v2

(/

u(x, tn+x)-u{x,t„)dt\

= / ( /
Jh \Jt„
/•'

<T3

/

/
Jl„

dx

u,(x, s)dsdt\

/

dx

r'n+i

/

U2(X,

t)dtdx.

Jh Jt„
For the second term of the right-hand side, we use property (i) of Theorem 1.1
to get

0 < u(x, t) < Ch for any 0 < x < h , 0<t<T,
and we obtain the estimate

(3.23)

Í (f"+iu(x,tn+x)-u(x,t„)dt\

dx<Cx2h\
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From inequalities (3.22) and (3.23) we get, by using property (ii) of Theorem

1.1 with z = h ,
"o

/ -2

\

TEll^ll^;(0,,)<C^+A3J.
On the other hand, it is well known that
||W(-, t)-nhu(-,

f)ll2;(0,l) < CA2||«||io.(0,r;ffi(0,l));

thus we deduce

(3-24)

Wu-Y\\lQTQ<<%(^

+ h2y

Combining inequality (3.21) and (3.24), we get
\\V-«Tu\\2,QTo<W6(£2+h}

for any Tq = «nt, "o < N.
In the same way as before, we obtain

ll"-«U<c(£

+ A3).

Finally, we get, by using the triangular inequality,
||t/-M||2;ßr<g7(^

so that Theorem 3.1 is proved.

+ A1/2) ,

D

4. AN ALGORITHM TO CALCULATE THE SOLUTION OF PROBLEM (Pfl)

The definition of the approximate problem (equation (2.1)) implies that for
each time step, we have to solve a problem of the form:

for a given function / e C°([0, 1]), / > 0 in (0, 1],
find w £ Vh(b), w > 0 in (0, 1], such that
(4.1)

a(w,v)

+ (\w2,v)h

= (f,v)h

W£Vh(0).

Consider the following algorithm:
let Wq £ Vh(b) be given; define the sequence {wk}, wk £

V„(b),by
(4.2)

a(wk+x,v) + \(wk+xwk,v)h

= (f,v)h

Vu e KA(0).

The proof of Theorem 2.1 shows that, for a given wk £ Vn(b) with wk > 0
for x > 0, the problem (4.2) has a unique solution wk+l £ Vh(b) satisfying

wk+x >0 for x>0.
Before stating the convergence result for the algorithm (4.2), we introduce
some notations, and we give some intermediate results, which will be proved at
the end of this section.
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Let Hb be the space V„(b) equipped with the maximum norm. Define the
mapping
S/'- Hb -^ Hb

<p^e = sbf(<p),
where 6 £ Vh(b) is a solution of

(4.3)

a(6,v) + \((pe,v)h = (f,v)h

W £ K„(0).

Then the following inclusion holds true.

Lemma 4.1. The domain 2¡(Sbf) of the operator St satisfies S$(Sbr) d {<p£

Hb;inftp>0}.
It is easy to check that wk+x can be expressed as
(4.4)

wk+l = Sbf(wk),

and that w , the solution of problem (4.1), satisfies

(4.5)

w = Sbf(w).

Moreover, we have w}■= w(x¡) > 0 for 1 < j < m + 1.
w are interested in the existence of the derivative of St.
Now, we

Let w be

defined by
w = infvjj ;
j>i
then we have the following result.

Lemma 4.2. Let Y be the neighborhoodof w in Hb defined by
r={tp£Hb;

Htu-plloojro.i) < tB/2}.

Then Sb(tp) £ CX(T), and the differential DSb of Sb is given by
(4.6)

DSb(cp)-v = -S((p)-vSb((p),

where the linear operator y i-> ip = S(<p)• y : Hb -> Vh(0) is defined by

(4.7)

a(y/,v) + \(<py/,v)h = \(y,v)h

Vv £ Vh(0).

The next lemma provides an estimate of the spectral radius of the mapping
DSbf(w).
Lemma 4.3. The spectral radius of the mapping v —»DSbÂw) • v from Ho into

Hq satisfies

(4.8)

p(DSf>(w))<
2Jlr^|Í(0'1) ,
J

¿P + ||W||oo;(0,l)

where

p= qevh(0),
infq¿o ^4
>o.
(q, q)h
We are now in a position to show that the algorithm (4.2) is convergent in
the following sense.
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Theorem 4.1. Let w be the solution of problem (4.1). There exists a neighborhood of w in L°°(0, 1), denoted by Y{, such that if w0 is chosen in Yx, the
sequence {wk} converges towards w.
Proof. We want to show that for a certain norm on the (finite-dimensional)
space Vh(b), the mapping Sb is locally a contraction. To do that, we show that
the derivative of St is bounded by a constant < 1 in a neighborhood of w .
It is well known (see, for example, Ciarlet [6, p. 19]) that for any e, there
exists a norm ¡|-||| on Vh(0) such that for the induced norm for the operators,
we have
\\\DSb(w)\\\<p(DSbf(w)) + e.
Choosing e small enough, by Lemma 4.3 we get the existence of

k £ R such that |||D,Sj(u;)||| < k < 1.
Applying Lemma 4.2, we get the existence of a neighborhood r2(tt;) c T and
a real number k' such that

\\\DSbf(<p)\\\<k'<X V<p£T2(w).
Let ß be the maximum of radius R such that BR(w) c Y2(w), where BR(w)
is the ball of center w and radius R, for the norm |||«|||. Set rx(w) = Bß(w).
Then, it is not difficult to check that a classical fixed point theorem applies (see,
for example, Dieudonné [8, p. 261]), so Theorem 4.1 is proved. D
Remark 4.1. For the approximate problem (2.1) we have to consider the problem (4.1) where the term (\w2, v)h is replaced by (j^w2, v)n . In fact, Theorem 4.1 still holds if the term (\w2, v)h is replaced by (aw2, v)h for any
a > 0. We just have to modify the definition of p . Nevertheless, let us mention
that for the approximate problem (2.1), when h is fixed, p depends linearly on
x . Consequently, the speed of convergence decreases with x , since the spectral
radius of the mapping DSt(w) goes to one when x tends to zero.
To conclude this section, we give the proofs of Lemmas 4.2 and 4.3.

Proof of Lemma 4.2. For <p £ Y, let 0 and 0 be the functions of Vh(b)
respectively defined by
(4.9)

a(è,tp)+2-(((p

(4.10)

+ v)d,ip)h = {f, V)„,

a(d,ip) + {(tp6,<p)h = (f,v)h

Vy/eVh(0),

where v £ H0. The relations (4.9) and (4.10) may also be written as

e = sbf((p),

e = sbf((p+ v).

Since rp £ Y, there exists a unique 6, with 6 > 0 for x > 0. We have the
same properties for 6, as soon as ||v||oc;(0. i) is small enough, since for such a
v , we have tp + v > 0.

Combining (4.9) and (4.10), we get
(4.11)

0(0-0,

ip) + \(tp(è - 6), ip)h = -{-(vd, xp)h,

which implies

0 - 0 = S(tp) ■(-VÖ) = -S(tp) • vd - S(tp) • v(6 - 0).
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The solution 0 - 0 of problem (4.11) satisfies

l|o-0||//.(o,.)<Cb0||/!<||v||oo;(o,1)||0||A.
Moreover, using a discrete version of Poincaré's inequality,

l|Ö||„<||0||//.(O,l)<C||/||/,<||/||co([o,1]),
we get

(4.12)

l|Ö-0||ffi(o,l) <C||/llc°([0,l])IMIoo;(0,l).

Since Hx(0, X) is included in C°([0, 1]), inequality (4.12) yields
(4.13)

l|0-0||oo;(O,.)<C||i/||oc;(O,1)||/||co([o,1]).

Relation (4.13) implies that

(4.14)

DSbf(<p)
• v = -S(<p) • v6 = -S(tp) • vSbf(<p).

The definition of the operators St(-) and S(-) and the expression of DSb(-)
imply that St(-) £ CX(Y). Lemma 4.2 is thus proved. □
Proof of Lemma 4.3. Let X be an eigenvalue of the operator DSt(w)
an associated eigenfunction,

(4.15)

and p

DSbf(w)-p = Xp.

Using relations (4.6) and (4.15), we have

-S(w) • (pw) = Xp.
Let q = -Xp. From equation (4.7) we derive q £ Vh(0) which satisfies
a(q, tp) + \(wq,

ip)h = \(pw,

ip)h V^ £ Vh(0);

if X ^ 0, we may also write

a(q, <p)+ ±(w(X+ X/X)q, y/)„ = 0 V^ £ V„(0).
Replacing y/ by q (complex conjugate of q), we easily check that (1 + X)/X

is real and ( 1 + X)/X< 0, that is, -1 < X < 0.
To be more precise, let
,

dx =

f

inf

z¿0;z€Vh(0)

a(z,

z)

(WZ,

Z)h

—^-f-.

We may write
1 +X -^-W
-]—
> 2ö! or Ml
\X\/<

1

X+2dx'

wre* HpHnpa
inA/iual
Since dx > pWwW^.^
loo;(0,l) n, we deduce inequality (4.8).
proved. D

5. Miscellaneous

Lemma 4.3 is thus

remarks

Remark 5.1. The approximate problem has been studied in the case where
u( X, t) = b, where b is a given real number. The results obtained are still

valid if b is replaced by a function t >->b(t).
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Remark 5.2. For b = 0, and more generally, for a dimension in space greater
than one, with homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions, there exists an
extinction time T*, after which the solution is equal to zero. For more details,
we refer to Le Roux [14] and to Berryman and Holland [5].

Remark 5.3. Hypothesis HP3 is essential for obtaining the error bounds.
To generalize the problem studied in the preceding sections, we may consider
the case where y(s) = sp/p, 3 > p > 2, and (or) the case where the spatial
domain is, for example, a rectangle or a parallelepiped, located in the region
Xi > 0. For such domains, we have to replace the boundary conditions by

u(x t) = i°
U{X'
\mi(jc,0>0

forx,=0,
for xe9Q

with xi >0,

where x = (xi,... ), and we have to replace the hypothesis HP3 by Uq(x) >
ßx\. We also assume some regularity and compatibility conditions for boundary and initial conditions corresponding to the hypotheses HP1 and HP2. In
both cases, existence and uniqueness of a weak solution are still valid.
Remark 5.4. For a spatial dimension equal to two, a sufficient condition to
get the existence and uniqueness of a positive approximate solution is that the
discretization of the Laplacian satisfies the usual positiveness properties (for
example, with triangular finite elements with three nodes, with the angles of
the triangles being less than or equal to f ). The proof of the error bounds is
then extended in a straightforward way: we split the domain Q in two parts

ftA = {x £ Ci, 0 < X] < h} and Çlch
= {x £ Çl; x 0Í2/,}.
Remark 5.5. For the algorithm defined in §4, with p = 2 and a spatial dimension at least 2, the results stated in Lemmas 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3 are still valid.
We have only to replace in the proof of Lemma 4.2 the inclusion of Hl(0, 1)
in C°([0, 1]) by an inverse inequality,

l|0-0||oo;n<C(A)||0-0||„,(Q),
and the results still hold, since, when using the algorithm, h is a fixed parameter.

Remark 5.6. For the algorithm defined in §4 with p > 2, we have to calculate
the gradient of the operator St(-) defined by

<p^ e = sb((p)£ vh(b),
where 0 satisfies

a(6, y) + l-(<pp-[6, tp)h = (f, ip)h Vip£ Vh(0).
We get
DSb(tp) -v = -(p-

X)S(tp) • tpp-2vSb(tp),

where y —>4* = S(tp) • y is defined by
aÇ¥, z) + l-(<pp-xV, z)h = l-(y, z)„ Vz e Vh(0).
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Then, for the spectral radius we get the estimate
p(DSbAw)) <(pf\

j\

ii — \r

X) \\WP-h
"-„ jy0,0
' nil 4- \iuP-l
P/l+WW^Woo^O.l)

where w is the fixed point of St and p is defined as in §4. The algorithm
converges as soon as

^-^(o.i^l-f.
and, in view of the stability properties of the sequence {U"}, this sufficient
condition becomes

p(max(\\U°\U(o,X),b))l-p>X-l.
For more details, we refer to [15].
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